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Across
1. Amts. out of 100
5. "For ____ a jolly..."
8. Horn and Fear
13. Jacob's wife
14. Cuatro x dos
16. Small graphics
17. "The Producers" character
18. "Call on me!"
19. "King of the Hill" town
20. Catalog forms (two words)
23. Luxuriates
24. Padre's brother
25. Gray
28. Catalog type
33. Rank between PFC and Cpl.
36. Former Mideast initials
37. Ben Stein's question, in "Ferris Bueller's Day Off"
38. Compuserve contemporary
41. Legislator, at times
42. Attendant to 4-Down
43. ____ Lanka
44. Posed
45. Catalog type
49. GNU or LOL
50. Spanish gold
51. Temple leader
55. Catalog forms (three words)
60. ____ pie
62. Petri dish medium
63. Russian river
64. Beatles song "If ____"

Down
1. Eve of "The Brady Bunch"
2. "As You Like It" lady
3. Bath powders
4. Nurse and tiger
5. Foal's foot
6. Parrot
7. Abridged
8. "Later!"
9. Prefix with phobia or bat
10. Decorative discs
11. Wind dir.
12. W-2 ID
15. Like electrical resistance
21. Columbus sch.
22. Garden type
26. Salami variety
27. Apply
29. Destiny's Child single from 1999
30. Blue bird
31. Pig ____ poke
32. Big Apple, briefly
33. Jack of rhyme
34. Pantene competitor
35. Made smaller
39. Homer's exclamation
40. Author Levin
41. " ____ tu" (Verdi aria)
43. Comedy trio
46. Bombeck and others
47. Circle segment
48. Italian band ____ Coil
52. Containing element # 56
53. Collective noun for birds
54. Lazy one
56. Pickling herb
57. Depend (on)
58. Breathe hard
59. Visual and performing
60. Smoke, for short
61. Area 51 craft